DOCUMENTARY FILMS + DISCUSSION - EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!

RETURN OF THE RIVER

CHANGING COURSE IS POSSIBLE.

With the Filmmaker
JOHN GUSSMAN

The removal of the Elwah River Dams offers a story of hope and possibility. This is a film for our time: an invitation to consider crazy ideas that could transform the world.

...OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. ADMISSION BY DONATION

FRI JAN 23, 7:00PM

MEANINGFUL MOVIES ...IN WALLINGFORD

at Keystone Congregational Church

5019 Keystone Place N., Seattle

www.meaningfulmovies.org

Facilitated Community Discussion following the film

Social Justice Documentary Film & Community Discussion Every Friday Night! FREE

...donations kindly accepted
MEANINGFUL MOVIES

Documentary Film & Community Discussion in WALLINGFORD

Every Friday Evening

JAN. 9
7:00 PM

AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY
The Evolution of Grace Lee Boggs
What does it mean to be an American revolutionary today?
A film that inspires concerned citizens and dreamers of all ages
with new thinking to sustain their struggle and engagement.

JAN. 16
7:00 PM

THE ATOMIC CAFÉ With:
Ground Zero Center For Nonviolent Action
One of the defining films of the 20th century. Darkly humorous
with profound archival footage looking at nuclear warfare.

JAN. 23
7:00 PM

RETURN OF THE RIVER
With the Filmmaker, John Gussman
The story of hope and possibility amid grim environmental news.
This is the unlikely success story of the removal of the Elwhah Dams.

JAN. 30
7:00 PM

TOXIC HOT SEAT
Disease, infertility, cancer and more health concerns.
In an era of manipulation and misinformation about hidden toxic
chemicals in our fire-retardants, the struggle continues.

FEB. 6
7:00 PM

THE POWER OF FORGIVENESS
A dramatic documentary that takes an honest look at
the intensity of anger and grief that human nature is heir to,
and the role that grief and forgiveness plays in our lives.

5019 Keystone Place North
Seattle 98103
(At Keystone Church)

www.MeaningfulMovies.org